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Formal Communication

Disorder

Sign Language in Deaf People with Schizophrenia
ALICE. J. THACKER

Background. This study investigates whether anomalies in the sign language of prelingually
deaf schizophrenics can be elicited and described systematically.

Method. Thirty schizophrenicandsevenmanicadultswere recruitedon the basisof a British
Sign Language(BSL)versionof the PresentState Examination.Thirty-sevencontrolswere
matchedfor sex, age andethnicity. Eachparticipantbecamedeaf beforethe age of two, and
uses BSL as the primary means of communication.
Results.Analysisreveals:(a) anomalieswhich are similarto those occurringin the spoken
languageof hearingschizophrenics;and (b) anotherserieswhich is closelyrelatedto the life
experienceof deaf subjectsand to the visuo-spatialmedium itself.
Conclusions.There is evidence that formal communicationdisorder does occur in sign
language. This has implications for more efficient diagnosis and management of deaf
personspresentingto psychiatricservices,as well as for the mechanismsof schizophrenic
symptomatology

itself.

â€œ¿Ooh,
warm, soft. It's. . . one of them bed things.â€•
Schizophrenic, wringing out a live kitten.

â€œ¿Too
many cooks spoil the broth? They mean
that too many in the place. . . what's under one another
spoils the broth, and they're liable to understand
around one another.â€•Schizophrenicpatient explaining
proverbs.
Author, showing a picture of a family packing for a
holiday: â€œ¿What's
this here?â€•Schizophrenic patient:
â€œ¿Nothing
sitsthere. Youdon't seenothingon them once
they're

tied up.â€•

Nature of formal communication disorder
Theories

of the aetiology

of disordered

communi

cation are as diverse as the descriptive parameters of
the behaviours themselves. Communication disorder
has been characterised, for example, as marked
confusion

and incoherent

speech (Kraepelin,

1919), as

â€œ¿phonemic,
morphemic, verbal. . - paraphasias and
tÃ©lÃ©scopages.
. - dyssyntaxia and glossolaliaâ€•(Lecours
& Vanier-Clement, 1976), and as disorders of the
stream and continuity of thinking as well as of certain
features of language (Cutting, 1990). Frith (1992)
proposed a primary deficit on the level of discourse
in communication-disordered schizophrenics, such
that errors at lower linguistic levels (syntactic,
semantic, lexical and phonological) â€œ¿can
be explained
as the consequence of higher level processing

One of the most intriguing realms of study has been
that of â€˜¿formal
thought disorder'. This term refers to
a phenomenon, or perhaps a cluster of phenomena,
described in schizophrenic speakers for more than
a century. This article will use the term â€˜¿formal failureâ€•. Cutting (1990) also ascribes abnormal
communication disorder' to refer to these behaviours, production
on these levels to deficits in pragmatic
in recognition of the wide range of theories on their usage. The concept of a characteristic communication
deficit in psychiatric disorders has been oper
nature and aetiology.
It is this author's contention that the nature of ationalised by Andreasen (1979) in her Scale for the
schizophrenic symptoms can be elucidated by Assessment of Thought, Language and Communi
study of their incidence in a non-auditoryâ€”vocal cation. Other authors have developed assessment
medium. This paper will therefore seek to link methods based on their understanding of the nature
two traditionally separate academic disciplines,
of formal deficits.
The character of formal communication disorder
neuropsychiatry and sign linguistics, by relating
findings on linearly-organised spoken language to has been described in a number of ways, producing
significantly contrasting viewpoints. Chaika (1982)
recent data on the three-dimensional spatially
uses the term â€˜¿speech
disorder' specifically as
organised language of deaf signers. Although
opposed to â€˜¿thought
disorder', pointing to the
important research into the neurological substrate
divergence of thought and many speech acts in
of sign has been carried out with brain-damaged
normal social ritual and creativity; in post-CVA aphasic
subjects, the manual language of schizophrenia
errors; and in schizophrenic production in which the
remains
largely unexplored.
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form of speechis normal, but the content is bizarre.
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(1993) believed that many facets of schizophrenia

- from impairments in.. - the â€˜¿theory
In contrast, Lanin-Kettering & Harrow (1985) argue may â€œ¿arise..
of mind' such as the ability to representthe beliefs
for â€œ¿viewing
verbal behaviour as the product of
Suchan individual
interrelated conceptualâ€”linguistic
activity.â€•These and intentionsof anotherperson.â€•
authorspresentseverallinesof evidence,includingthe would fail to take into account the differences in
co-occurrenceof strangespeechand abnormal non
knowledgebetweenhimselfand hisinterlocutor. This
speechbehavioursin schizophrenics.Lanin-Kettering failure would correspondto a failure in â€˜¿pragmatics',
& Harrow (1985) proposed a distinction between in linguistic terminology.
â€œ¿conceptualâ€”linguisticâ€•
activity, which they believe
Halliday & Hasan(1976)designeda frequently-cited
is more often affected, and â€œ¿linguisticâ€”speechâ€•
formulation of discoursevariableslargely dependent
functions(word retrievaland soundproduction). The on cohesion devices. Subsequent researchershave

recentliterature stressesapparentimpairmentsin the

described schizophrenic speech data in terms of these

schizophrenic'sability to relateimmediateexperience â€˜¿cohesive
ties', which link texts so as to produce
to storedknowledge. Gray et a! (1991) proposedthat coherent narrative. These include pronominal and
â€œ¿cognitive
abnormalities might then be seen as
comparative reference, nominal and verbal substi
related to a weakeningof inhibitory processescrucial tution, ellipsis,conjunction, and lexical devicessuch
to consciousattentionâ€•.
They quoteFrith (1979): â€œ¿the
as the use of synonyms and superordinates.
basic cognitive defect is an awarenessof automatic
processes
carriedout belowthelevelof consciousnessâ€•;
Comparing signed and spoken language
and also Hemsley (1987): â€œ¿a
weakening of the
influences of stored memories of previous input on This paper presentsvery preliminary experimental
current perceptionâ€•.Gray et a! (1991) discuss fmdings which suggest that neuropsychological
possibledeficienciesin â€œ¿action
plans, includingthose comparisonsof both healthyprelinguallydeaf signers
in the purely cognitive sphere, suchas the selection and schizophrenicand manic signerscan illuminate
of stimuli for attention, or the programming of
the nature of the communication deficits in schizo
streamsof speechor thought.â€•
Frith (1992)alsofound phrenia in general.
action-planning a productive line of explanation; he
The discussion will centre first on how levels
stated that suchdeficits would account for reduced of sign correspond to levels of spoken language,
action (poverty of syntax, lexicon, and content), and will then summarise the literature on the
perseveration,and inappropriateaction (incoherence pathologiesobservedin signerswho haveexperienced
and neologistic speech).
neurological insult.

McKenna (1993) suggested that a primary factor in
thought disorder and other schizophrenicsymptoms
may be a deficit in semantic memory. He defined
this as â€œ¿primarily
memory for the useof language,
a sort of mental thesaurusof organised knowledge
about words and other verbal symbols, their

Sign language
The integrity of sign as an authentic language has

been demonstrated in studies of neurolinguistic

â€˜¿thought
disorder' in McKenna's schizophrenic
subjects.Overinclusionof entitiesinto inappropriate

function in healthy deaf people. Recent researchhas
provided evidence of the separability of syntactic,
semantic, pragmatic and phonological aspects of
spoken language (Cutting, 1990). Each of these
levelscan be delineatedin signlanguagein terms of:
the formal relations between signs (syntax); their

categorieswas found to be particularly prominent
in the acute phase of the illness (the experience of
the kitten recounted above might serve as an example

the requirementsof coherentdiscourse(pragmatics);
and to sublexicalfeaturesdescribedashand configur

meanings and referents and the relations among
themâ€•.Poor scores in formal tests of semantic

memory correlated highly with the presence of

of this). Alverson & Rosenberg (1990) found no
evidenceof a deficit in linguistic competenceperse,
but describe a tendency to violate the rules of
conversation in context, that is, deficiencies in

discourse cohesion and the pragmatic use of

meanings (semantics); their relation to context and to
ation, placeof articulation, direction of movement,
and palm orientation (Brennan et a!, 1984), which

is the phonology, or, as many authors term it,
the â€˜¿cherology'
of sign. Woll (1983) systematised

parameters of meaning in British Sign Language
(BSL), ashaveresearchersin other countriesfor their

language. While this is an interesting hypothesis
regarding errors at the discourselevel, it does not
addresspathologiesat the lexical(e.g. rhyming word)

indigenous sign. Vocal prosody would correspond
to intensityand duration of movement, and affective

and sublexical (e.g. neologistic) level (nor would
Alverson & Rosenberg claim that it does). Frith

for the frequent finding in hearing schizophrenicsof

facial expression.This factor may haveimplications
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difficulties in recognition and identification of
emotion, as exhibited in facial expression, and

grammatical errors occurredâ€•,while subsequent
resectionof the right hippocampus,parahippocampal

affective vocal intonation (e.g. Morrison eta!, 1988). gyrus, amygdala, and both polar and anterolateral
Many sign linguists specify two functions of facial right temporal neocortex resulted in no errors in
expression:one prosodic/affective,the other morpho
spatially organisedsyntax. It is perhapsunfortunate
logical. There is a complex hierarchy of non-manual that other aspects of spatial (linguistic and non
behaviours (e.g. positioning of eyebrows) which linguistic) processing were not tapped in this
define, for example, interrogatives and the actor of
fascinating study. The above findings suggestthat
brain organisation for language in signersis similar
a sentence.
to that of speaking individuals.
Discoursedevicesare observablein sign. Zimmer
(1990) discussedhow cohesionin sign discoursecan
be achieved through anticipatory assimilation of
Research findings in deaf schizophrenics
handshapein a sequenceof signsand establishment
of referencethrough pronominalisation (pointing or There is clinical evidence that communication
use of specific handshapes, called â€˜¿classifiers',disorders are manifest in the sign language of deaf
standing for people, vehicles, and animals).
psychiatric patients. Anecdotal data can be gleaned
from casestreatedby psychiatricservicesfor the deaf,
and the author hasobservedexamplesin her patients.
Pathology in sign
A major research project is in progress which
Further support for the comparability of signedand investigatesfor the first time the nature of communi
spokenlanguageis providedby studiesof pathologies cation disorder in schizophrenic signers. Sign
in sign. Research has been carried out on usersof language samples have been elicited from 30

American SignLanguage(ASL). Poiznereta! (1987)
documented the effects of cerebrovascularaccident
(CVA) upon linguisticand nonlinguisticvisual-spatial
capacities, with significant implications for the
functional hemispheric organisation of language.
They developed a test battery which revealed
compelling evidence â€œ¿.
. . for a specifically spatial
perceptual deficit, as opposedto a linguistic deficit,
as the basis for the impaired performance of right
[hemisphere] -lesioned signers.â€•These patients
showed deficits in the comprehensionof spatialised

syntax. Alternatively, left (dominant) hemisphere
lesioned signers exhibited frank aphasias in the
form of sublexical errors, paragrammatisms, and
agrammatism. Poizner et a! (1987) concluded that
â€œ¿brain
regionsthat subserveauditory processingin
hearingsubjectsrespondto visualstimulationin deaf
subjectsâ€•,but that â€œ¿those
anatomical structures
within the left hemisphere that subserve visual
gestural language differ from those that subserve

auditoryâ€”vocal
language(i.e. Broca'sand Wernicke's
areas).â€•As evidence, they cite the severe sign
comprehension deficits in a patient whose Broca's
and Wernicke's areas were spared, but who had a
discrete lesion in the inferior parietal lobule.
This interpretation might be contestedby Paulesu
et a! (1993), who found evidenceof a phonological
storein hearing normals in that region of the parietal
lobe. Damasio et a! (1986) reported a singlecaseof
left-hemisphere amytal injection followed by right

hemisphere ablation in a hearing ASL/spoken English
bilingual. They found that in the former condition,
â€œ¿sign
paraphasias,

perseverations,

neologisms, and

prelinguallydeaf adultsdiagnosedwith schizophrenia,
seven diagnosed with mania, and from a matched

group of deaf controls. Patient diagnosis was
establishedthrough administration of a BSL trans
lation of the PresentState Examination (PSE) (Wing
et a!, 1983), and clinical records.

Preliminary analysis
Various types of disordered behaviour occur as
listed below. Descriptive terms originate from
several authors' paradigms, and in some casesare

observations of behaviours not described in the
literature on hearing patients. Signsare transcribed
in upper case letters; fingerspelling in lower case.
(a) Cross-linguistic (BSLâ€”Eng!ish)contamination.

Theseerrors primarily take the form of a linking of
a sign to the English homophone. Example:
Interviewer: YOU SAY WOMAN INSIDE YOU
HAVE? MEAN WHICH, BODY OR SOUL?
Schizophrenicsubject: SOUL (conventional sign)
SOLE (pointing to bottom of foot) TWO FEET
JUMP IN MY MOUTH.

(b) Phonemic, or cheremic, paraphasias. This
descriptive category includes unusual, stereotyped
handshapesfor recognisablesignsand phenomena
not directly comparable to a spoken language:
(i) Reversals. One schizophrenic woman fmger
spelled backwards when acutely ill; others made
the movements of actual signs backwards. This
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may not be as dysfunctional as speecharticulated
backwardswould be, as reversingmovement does
not have such a serious effect on intelligibility.

RISE UP SLOW - . - (interviewer indicates lack
of comprehension, repeats question) SUPPOSE
NAUGHTY STEAL FIGHT FIGHT NOSE BLEED
-

-

-

(The

subject

apparently

was

diverted

by

the

(ii) Errors are frequently produced through thought of Godzilla and King Kong taking over an
substitution or omissionof cherological features.

This aspectwasparticularly striking in oneacutely
schizophrenic woman who routinely made signs
in the wronglocation;for example,shetraceda
circlearoundher faceratherthan overher palm
to describea JAR.
(c) Attention to chero!ogica!(orphono!ogica!) rather
than semantic re!ationships. This would seem to

unpoliced planet).
(e) Derai!ment based on a feature of the sign. A
schizophrenic subject was asked to produce signs
using the handshape based on pointing the index
fmger: THINK (correct handshape at temple)
BEFORE FALL OVER SCAR THERE TEN
YEARS OLD BLOOD (none of the signsother than
SCAR and THERE use the specified handshape).

correspondto certainparametersof Chaika's(1974)
description
of a characteristic
behaviour:â€œ¿inappropri
ate noting of phonological features . . - and (I) Perseveration
(i) Sign/word level:
productionof sentences
accordingto phonological
Interviewer: EYE EAR SIMILAR HOW?
and semantic features of previously altered words
Subject:
BEEF DEAF WRITE HOSPITAL
ratherthan to a topic.â€•
They are reminiscent,too,
Interviewer:EGG SEEDSAME HOW? Subject:
of Andreasen's (1979) â€˜¿clang'
category: â€œ¿A
pattern
of speechin which sounds(or in this case,sublexical
handshapes) rather than meaningful relationships

appearto govern word choice.â€•
Both are indicative
of deficits in pragmaticsand failure to suppress
formal language processes.Examples:
(i) Interviewer: PLEASE WRITE SENTENCE
(using the patient's sign for â€˜¿sentence'
which was
a narrow horizontal rectangle made in the air in
front of the signer.This requestwas in the context
of a written picturedescriptiontask. The clienthad
been writing single words).

Schizophrenicpatient:YES, SENTENCE(plucks
sign out of air and ties it around her waist).
(ii) Interviewer: (showinga picture of a fish) THIS
WHAT?
Schizophrenic patient who had been educated

in JamaicanSignLanguage,buthadbeenexposed

b.ee.f. THERE be.e.f. THERE.

(ii) Thematic perseveration:
Interviewer: YOU FAMILY COMMUNICATE
HOW? Subject: MYSELF CLEVER MOUTH
CLEVER SPEAK SIGN SPEAK MOUTH TEA
FOOD h.eA.e.n. SOME NURSE FOOD THERE

BAD EAT HERE SAW c.h.e.st.n.ut.

NOT

DIFFERENT ME SAY NO BAD BOY SAY
DIFFERENT w.a.l.n.u.t.
Interviewer: TELL ME ANIMAL NAME LIST
ANIMAL. Subject: Lo.i.n. t.a.r.g.e.r. TiGER
LION f.La.c. f.l.a.k.e. CONE ICE CREAM
CLAW. -.

(g)Echopraxia. Slavishimitation of the interviewer's
signs.

to BSL for 15 years: FISH (spoken, and signedas

(h) TÃ©!Ã©scopage,
described by Lecours & Vanier

out from chin â€”¿
appearsto correct to BSL sign of
flat hand wriggling away from body; adds the
other hand to produce a gesture resembling
fluttering wings; quickly performs BSL sign for
BIRD, i.e. thumb and forefinger tapping next

phonemic paraphasia in which a deviant segment,

a variety of
follows:Jamaicansign- onehandflat, projecting Clement (1976) as corresponding â€œ¿to

to mouth) â€œ¿Birdâ€•
(spoken while pointing at
fish).

(d) Topic switching/derai!ment. Interviewer: ALL
POLICE WORLD DISAPPEAR - - - WHAT
HAPPEN?
Subject: WHEN WORLD c.e.l.l. c.e.l.l. GROW

SPREAD

SPREAD

d.o.n.o.sa.u.r.

WALK

LATER

YOU

SIDEWAYS

KNOW

MONKEY

usedasa singleword,borrowsunitsfrom morethan
one conventionalsegmentâ€•.
Examples:
(i) Manicâ€”depressive
subject, looking at a picture
of a boy throwing a tantrum: BAD-BOY (simul

taneouslyproducingsignfor BOY with indexfmger
while protruding little finger, the conventional
marker for BAD).
(ii) Interviewer: TELL ME ANIMAL NAME
LIST.
Schizophrenic: r.a.b.b.i.t, g.u.i.n.e.a. pig.,
k.an.go.o.
HOP h.a.m. [SORRY, AGAIN
PLEASE, h..] DOG, h.a.m.do.g. DOG.
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(i) Syntactic errors. Two subjects produced errors
in directional verbs. In both cases, actions originated
from themselves (e.g. I HIT FATHER when clearly
what was meant was FATHER HIT ME). Further
analysis may reveal errors in the placement of
proforms (the equivalent of pronouns) and in the
grammatical

use of facial expression.

patient's primary language was provided by Kitson &
Fry (1991), who pointed out that the standard diag
nosis of mental illness relies primarily on analysis of
form and content of verbal behaviour, and that the
delayed and deprived oral and written language acqui
sition of the prelingually deaf can be misinterpreted
as thought disorder, abnormal belief, or hallucination.

(j) Anoma!ous
useofsignbasedonspatia!factors.
This is perhaps not comparable with spoken language
errors. A young woman experiencing her first episode
of schizophrenia identified her right side with herself,
and her left side with her brother. Having touched
her left shoulder inadvertently, she afterwards used
her left hand to carry on a dialogue with her right.
Signs that would normally cross the midline were
confined to the area of the character talking.
(k) Sign errors in signers without psychiatric history
or symptoms. Mayberry (1992) has elicited semantic
substitutions (e.g. FATHER for MOTHER) from
healthy fluent signers who learned sign in early
childhood; indeed, individuals with native competence
substituted l0Â°loof signs in a story-telling task. We
also have observed this, most notably in a control
subject who told us that she is SHY QUIET
PERSON I ENCOURAGE CROWDS LIKE SIT
ALONE READ. (Evidently WITHDRAW FROM
was intended).
Discussion

The possibility of mere â€˜¿slips
of the hand' clearly
must be taken into account in any attempt to verify
the occurrence of true communication disorder in
our signing subjects, as must the possibility that the
subject is engaging in deliberate metaphor or
lyricism. The present author has observed that the
linguistic and cultural distinctions of the deaf
community (e.g. the use of idiosyncratic signs to
represent proper names) create a legitimate restricted
code which may confuse the non-deaf interlocuter.
Certain observations point to the difficulty of
applying psycho- and neurolinguistic theories directly
from spoken language into visual-spatial languages.
As Zimmer (1990) points out, for ASL, repeated
segments become part of a formula in word meaning
and reinforcing images. In addition, in BSL the
interface between ideas or â€˜¿texts'
may not be clearly
marked from a hearing person's point of view. For
example: Interviewer: PEOPLE BELIEVE GOD
WHY? Control subject: SEE GOD WORLD CAN
SEE GOOD BAD BLACK WHITE HARD SOFT
HOT COLD.
A clinical justification for delineating communi
caÃ±ondisorder as opposed to normal usage in the deaf

Conclusions
Although still at a preliminary

stage of analysis, the

data from deaf signers does appear to correspond
to many of the descriptive parameters proposed by
Andreasen (1979), Lecours & Vanier-Clement (1976),
Cutting (1990), Chaika (1974), and others. Abnor
malities are found at several linguistic levels,
including those of discourse, syntax, and the
analogue of phonology. Other errors appear to be
uniquely related to the spatial medium and the life
experience of deaf subjects. On this preliminary
evidence, it appears that communication disorder
does occur in some schizophrenics independently of
the communication modality. This suggests that
deficits in speech production are not the primary
abnormality,

but the most conspicuous

medium

through which the abnormality is expressed. That
which has been called â€˜¿communication',â€˜¿thought'
or â€˜¿speech
disorder' may in fact involve a separate
psychological

function

under

which language

is

subsumed, and represent dysfunctions affecting, but
possibly not restricted to, language areas. Further
work with preingually deaf subjects may clarify the
nature of the deficit.
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